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Letter or Email Response:
we are writing to show great concern and object to the proposed development of our surrounding area, in particular
jessel green. we have lived in Redacted for 29 years and have found jessel green an absolute life saver, especially
when our children were young, we were always having picnics there, flying kites, playing ball games without fear if
annoying neighbours with the ball going over the fence, playing team games with friends, rounders, football, cricket
etc. now our children have grown up we take the grandchildren there. the view is amazing there and we often walk
there just for the view and to see the starts and the planets in the evening. during the winter months it is a special
place when it snows it comes to life with snowmen, sledges and general fun. with the obesity problem at such high
levels this is even more important for all ages to enjoy this freedom. there are very few places like this for us. we
cannot cope with any more development in this area, there are not enough re-sauces, doctors are already full to the
brim. the traffic would be a nightmare, mannock drive road is in a bad state of repair as it is, the road is collapsing in
places, another 200 cars roaring up here would be awful and dangerous. we urge you to reconsider this unreasonable
proposal
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